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PUSH 250

Optimizing Crosscut Saw, with pusher system,
versatile, fast, and precise.
Positioning by means of a precision rack ensures
high speed (250mt./1’), precision and top performance
levels for life, without any deterioration
and need for maintenance.
The PUSH 250 comes standard with an integrated
lateral chain loader which ensures continuous
feeding of the boards and constant productivity
without down time.
The PUSH 250 XL model is commonly used by
manufacturers of industrial pallets and packaging.
Positioning of the boards is made thru a pneumatic
gripper (above-under) which enables to exploit
the maximum speed during positioning, especially
when working superimposed, side by side or large
boards. The loader uses chains with pneumatic
cells for separating the boards.

Pusher-carriage with pneumatic lever

The PUSH 250 MAX model is equipped with a
Ø 800mm blade which enables machining large
boards. The pusher, fitted with pneumatic gripper
with floating system and upside-down grip, grants
a high positioning speed without slipping. During
the retraction it detects the length and thickness
of the boards, optimizing for length and thickness.
The PUSH 250 MAX is normally used in the sawmill
between the log band saw and the multi-blade
saw, ensuring speed, precision, and optimal use of
the wood with minimum waste.

Pusher-carriage with top-bottem pneumatic clamp
T E C H N I C A L D ATA

PUSH 250

PUSH 250XL

PUSH 250 MAX
800

Blade diameter

mm.

450/550

450/550

Blade power

kw.

4/5,5

4/5,5

7,5/9,2/11

Feed speed

mt./1'

250

250

250

Cutting capacity

mm.

80×220 (ø450)
120×350 (ø550)

45×200 (ø450)
80×240 (ø550)

100x600

Dedicated software makes it possible to make the
most of use in all sectors:Total optimization of the
boards in terms of length, quality, or dimension with
the elimination of defects marked with fluorescent
chalk. Length optimization to machine single boards
with different widths, superimposed boards, or
beams, for packagers and carpenters.
Possibility of loading data via network or USB.
The unloading and sorting of the measures occur
by means of sorting belts with pneumatic ejectors
controlled by the software.

PUSH 250R, has the same features and
performance as other models with pusher
system, making it possible to make +/-68°
inclined cut. Blade rotation is fast, precise and
is synchronized with pusher feed.The software
optimizes the boards, taking account of the
inclination of the cuts in order to obtain the
maximum exploitation of the wood.
To make the most of production capacity and
save labor, the PUSH 250 can be equipped
with automatic loading and unloading systems:
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